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1. Context 
The Department of Water Affairs of Swaziland and Vechtstromen RWA have a relationship from 
2009.  Goal of the cooperation is  exchanging knowledge and strengthening of the newly established 
River Basin Authorities in Swaziland with the purpose of decentralizing water management. The RBAs 
have responsibility for decentralized management of resources, corresponding to the five major 
rivers in Swaziland are Lomati RBA, 
Komati RBA, Mbuluzi RBA, Usuthu RBA 
and Ngwavuma RBA. The RBA’s  were 
launched in 2009 but in 2010 all budget 
allocations were stopped due to financial 
constraints on the national level caused 
by the fiscal crisis with South Africa. This 
led to a situation in which the activities 
that the RBAs were supposed to do not 
being done and to this date, these  are 
still done by the Department of Water 
Affairs (DWA) under the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Energy (MoNRE) 
has overall responsibility for water 
resource management in Swaziland. 
Sanitation is a responsibility of the 
Department of Environmental Health in 
the Ministry of Health. The Water Act of 
2003 is meant to harmonize the 
management of water resources and 
provides for the establishment of a 
National Water Authority (NWA), which 
has a responsibility of drawing up a 
Water Resources Master Plan.  

 

The cooperation between Vechtstromen RWA and DWA Swaziland has come to a new phase; 
described in the project Code BEST. The name of the project stands for “Contributing to 
decentralized water management & BEcoming STrong(er) basin institutions”. One of the activities of 
the cooperation is to strengthen the boards of the RBA’s. WorldWater Academy is requested to 
design and moderate the board seminars.  

Expected outcome  

• The board members have a better impression of what operational water management by the 
RBAs is all about. 

• Governors have tools to improve their performance and to contribute to the code of 
conduct. 
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2. Training Need Analysis & Design 
The Training Need Analysis is the process to define the target group, the training needs and the 
demands of the board. Agnes Maenhout had a meeting in Ommen on September 8th 2015 and in 
Swaziland on November 13-14th of 2015 and in an iterative process the set up of the course is 
finalized. The design was agreed with Ms. Sindy Mthimkhulu of the Department of Water Affairs 
Swaziland. Vechtstromen agreed to add 1 day to the programme, being a general session of 1 day for 
all chairs and vice-chairs of the 5 RBA’s. 

   

 

3. Session for the chair/co-chair of all Swaziland RBA’s  
The session was delivered on 11 April 2016. The chairpersons and vice-chairpersons of the 5 RBA’s 
and the 3 Irrigation boards were invited and staff members of the department. The session was 
attended by 8  RBA representatives and 8 staff members of the department. The goal of the session 
was to discuss the roles and the responsibilities of the RBA, to get familiar with the cooperation with 
Regional Water Authority Vechtstromen and their waterschaps-experience and to be introduced to 
the contents of the board seminar.  

The design of the session gave a variation of lectures and interactive methods, of Swaziland 
presenters and Dutch presenters, of contents and facts and skills. It worked out really well. Due to 
time constraint some topics were touched briefly.  

 

The outcome of the session was: 
• An Overview of the “waterschap” roles and responsibilities 
• An overview of the Legal establishment of the RBA, including the idea to merge to 3 

organisations with 5 boards. 
• An inventory of governor skills 
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• An overview and consensus in the priority in the challenge of the RBA 
• Draft chapters of the Catchment Management Strategy of the RBA, dedicated to vision, 

legislations enforcement and finances,  organisation, stakeholders 

 

4. Seminar 1 for the Governing board of  Komati and Lomati RBA 
The Seminar was delivered on 12-14 April  2016. The design of the session gave a variation of 
lectures and interactive methods, of Swazi presenters and Dutch presenters, of contents and facts 
and skills. Day 1 and 2 were organised in a meeting venue and day 3 was a field trip to Kowba in 
South Africa.  Trainers were Sindy Mthimkhulu, Musa Masilela,  Jan van Hoek, Jan de Ruiter and 
Agnes Maenhout and managers and staff members of Kowba.  
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The outcome of the session was: 
• Overview of the “waterschap” roles and responsibilities 
• Vision of the board in 5 years 
• Roles and responsibilities of the RBA and the board 
• Inventory of governor skills  
• The governor and his/her 2 roles: being ambassador and representative  
• Building blocks and priorities for the Catchment management strategy (CMS) | taking the 

strategy to practice for the topics Goals, Finance & Licensing |pricing, Organisation & staff and 
stakeholders 

• Meeting techniques, meeting rules, decision making and creating consensus 
• Insight in the agreements between South Africa, Mozambique and Swaziland about the 

distribution of water from the Driekoppiesdam 
• Insight in the measurements needed. 
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5. The logistic arrangement 
The logistic arrangement was arranged by the Department of Water Affairs. The logistics cover the 
following items: 

• The participants (inform and invite them) and arranging travel allowances 
• Selecting and briefing the local trainers  
• The venue (beamer etc., lunch, coffee and tea)  
• The bus transport for the final excursion 

The seminars were organised very well.  
 
 

6. The evaluation 
The feedback of the participants was given in a written evaluation. A brief report is given in the 
appendix  

Question 9. What is your opinion on the course as a whole? 

    
excellent             9  56% 

 
 

 

good             6  38% 
 could be better             1  6% 
 bad              -  0% 
 very bad              -  0% 
 total           16  100% 
 

        
Swaziland is a warm and special country. The participants were very enthusiastic about the course. 
The Swazi are cheerful and humoristic, and we laughed a lot in our time together. The teaching 
methods we used were completely new to them, and as such they were very popular.  

The practical programme was well received. The variety of presentations and interactivity made the 
programme lively and practical. The methods like buzzing, using sticky notes, brain writing, 
workshops and a case stimulated interactivity. They all found it very difficult to think from the point 
of view of another stakeholder.  
 

Some remarks of the participants: 
“The training was very useful for the board members and the methods of 
delivery were very exciting, engaging and effective. “ 
“It has invite me as a water user and I hope an improvement will take place. 
Thanking the team for the commitment and focus” 
“The interaction was great and everyone got a chance to participate. Also the 
style of how the seminar was conducted was fresh and new. It took it into a 
new direction and lots of lessons were learned.” 
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7. Conclusions 
The session (1 day) for all boards: 

 created a shared vision of the RBA 
 gave guidance to the establishment of the RBA’s 
 have a better impression of what operational water management by the RBAs is all about. 
 build a joint understanding on governing 
 inventoried building blocks for the CMS 
 gave an idea of the value of an interactive board training 

The seminar (3 days) for Komati and Lomati RBA 
• gave insight of the roles and responsibilities of the RBA and the board 
• empowered the governors: the difference between managing and governing, governor skills 

and his/her 2 roles: being ambassador and representative  
• detailed 4 building blocks and priorities for the Catchment management strategy (CMS) | 

taking the strategy to practice for the topics Goals, Finance & Licensing |pricing, Organisation 
& staff and stakeholders 

• empowered with tools  
• trained governors in meeting techniques, meeting rules, decision making and getting 

consensus 
• gave insight in the agreements between South Africa, Mozambique and Swaziland about the 

distribution of water from the Driekoppiesdam and the measurements needed. 
The design of the seminar with as well Swaziland as Dutch presenters and a moderator to guide 
group interaction and dynamics contributed to a fruitful inspiring seminar. 

 

8. Recommendations 
Recommendations for next delivery of seminar 1 (Mbuluzi RBA, Usuthu RBA and Ngwavuma RBA): 

• The group size do not exceed 16 participants, to enable interactivity and skills training 
• The group is dedicated to RBA board members 
•  3-4 trainers, each for his /her part and 1 moderator to manage the group interaction, the 

overview and the learning goals.  

The second seminar for Komati and Lomati RBA may consist of the following  topics: 
• topics of preference of the board members;  
• update and refresh the knowledge and skills of the first seminar (meeting techniques, give a 

presentation, arguments from different stakeholders) 
• Planning and control, managing and governing, the CMS: planning and priorities, 

communication about the CMS 
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Appendix: Result of the written evaluation 
 

 

course Seminar 1 for the governing board of Komati and Lomati RBA Swaziland
module 0
coursedate 11-13 April 2016 number of participants 25
coursecode 160017 number of forms 23
location Manzini Swaziland percentage 92%

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE

1. What is your opinion on the content of the seminar? 5. What is you opinion on the depth and details of the seminar?
excellent 13          59% excellent 12          55%
good 9            41% good 7            32%
could be better -            0% could be better 3            14%
bad -            0% bad -            0%
very bad -            0% very bad -            0%
total 22          100% total 22          100%

2. How do you value day 1 (board member and vision)? 6. What is you opinion on the length of the seminar?
excellent 10          45% excellent 4            18%
good 9            41% good 10          45%
could be better 2            9% could be better 8            36%
bad 1            5% bad -            0%
very bad -            0% very bad -            0%
total 22          100% total 22          100%

 
3. How do you value day 2 (meeting and decision making)? 7. Is the seminar applicable in your work as a board member?
excellent 11          48% excellent 15          71%
good 12          52% good 6            29%
could be better -            0% could be better -            0%
bad -            0% bad -            0%
very bad -            0% very bad -            0%
total 23          100% total 21          100%

4. How do you value day 3 (meeting stakeholders - KOBWA)? 8. Did the topics relate to current affairs (up to date)?
excellent 5            22% excellent 10          45%
good 15          65% good 10          45%
could be better 3            13% could be better 2            9%
bad -            0% bad -            0%
very bad -            0% very bad -            0%
total 23          100% total 22          100%

9. What is your opinion on the course as a whole? excellent 
good

excellent 9            56% neutral
good 6            38% bad
could be better 1            6% very bad  
bad -            0%
very bad -            0%
total 16          100%

Trainers
10. What is your opinion on the trainers?

Sindy Mthimkhulu Musa Masilela
Final opinion Final opinion
excellent 10          48% excellent 8            35%
good 11          52% good 11          48%
could be better -            0% could be better 3            13%
bad -            0% bad 1            4%
very bad -            0% very bad -            0%
total 21          100% total 23          100%

Jan van Hoek Jan de Ruiter
Final opinion Final opinion
excellent 14          61% excellent 10          45%
good 9            39% good 12          55%
could be better -            0% could be better -            0%
bad -            0% bad -            0%
very bad -            0% very bad -            0%
total 23          100% total 22          100%

Agnes Maenhout
Final opinion
excellent 17          74%
good 6            26%
could be better -            0%
bad -            0%
very bad -            0%
total 23          100%
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11. What are in your opinion the best points of the course?
We had a short period of training and it's been very good.
This was a good seminar, but it was too short. We need more training to give board meetings.  We think you will organise another one soon. Thanks.  
The seminar need a five days duration what I really liked about it teh patience of the instructors when explaining details. Would love a follow up withe same instructors alth           

Meeting rules, getting started, RBA hieracy
The making of the agenda, tghe chairing of the meeting, time keeping
Meeting and decision making, formation of general boards and executive boards. Formation of river basic authority. 
Meeting and decision making. Proposal case and meeting scenario. 
Meeting preparation prior to meeting. Observing time doing by reading meeting documents.  
The key of the board is meeting, maatings take a long time. The proces of conducting a meeting (an efficient one) was particularly an eye opener. 
To teach us how to lead a meeting ar what is the good meeting. Also nice to know about The Netherlands work in water …..
Board member roles and responsibility (ambassador/representative). How to conduct meetings
Impoprtantce of being an ambassador versus role of a representative. Importance to understand when to pitch under each role.  

The interaction was great and evenryone got a chance to participate. Also the style of how the seminar was conducted was fresh and new. It took it into a new direction a       
I was very impressed with the facilitation by Agnes. Keep it up. The practicallity of seminar was excellent too. 
The seminar was interactive
Doing things practically. It ensures that everyone participates, understand things better and can recall better what was done. 
Motivating seminars
It has invite me as a water user and I hope and improvement will take place. Thanking the ….. About the commitment and focus
your learn again
Good
It was good other wise what was left is intereprinting for old man. 

Overall you need to think of whatever you want to do and whatever you want to be in the future. 
This training has helped me to understand my role and how to conduct the board meeting in my basin. 
It was more interesting as we were goven the opportunity to learn on what is on the master plan and the regulations as most of the information is shared with the  
  chairpersons and vice chairs and board members don't know some of the information. 

13. Have you got suggestions for improvement?
Good
The seminar is short to involve all participants
I think it should be longer and there should be a team building exercise to gain trust and improve the communication amongst ourselves so working together will be easier  
More improved training and time forms
No
No
To add more prenary sessions
The venue should be closer to our basins
Follow up workshop
Oh yes, maybe the next time we could talk of how we can be visitable to water users, how we can deal with 

14.  Do you have other remarks of suggestions? 
Excellent training, we wish the time was extended.
The overall workshop was well organised. 
Good training, thank you kindly to arrange a follow up training
The training was very usefull for the board members and the method of delivery was very exciting, engaging and effective. Well done, looking forward for follow up training  
Would like to say thank you, so much, please help us again. 
We need time to adjust on what we learned.
Wish to see it in real system in the Netherlands
No
No
some topics were not covered which are more important

Course as a whole, in words
informative
leading
95%
excellent work
excellent 5*
very good 2*
it was good
good 2*
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course Seminar 1 for the governing board of Komati and Lomati RBA Swaziland

coursedate 11-13 April 2016 number of participants 25
coursecode 160017 number of forms 23
location Manzini Swaziland percentage 92%

Average score on different aspects
Wateropleidingen

average average judgement
aspects # partic. score verdict 2014/15

9. What is your opinion on the course as a whole? 25 4,50 good 3,90
1. What is your opinion on the content of the seminar? 25 4,59 good 3,96
2. How do you value day 1 (board member and vision)? 25 4,27 good
3. How do you value day 2 (meeting and decision making)? 25 4,48 good
4. How do you value day 3 (meeting stakeholders - KOBWA) 25 4,09 good
5. What is you opinion on the depth and details of the seminar? 25 4,41 good
6. What is you opinion on the length of the seminar? 25 3,82good/could be better
7. Is the seminar applicable in your work as a board member 25 4,71 good 3,82
8. Did the topics relate to current affairs (up to date)? 25 4,36 good 3,97

Trainers 4,17
Sindy Mthimkhulu 25 4,48 good
Musa Masilela 25 4,13 good
Jan van Hoek 25 4,61 good
Jan de Ruiter 25 4,45 good
Agnes Maenhout 25 4,74 good

#rs aantal ingevulde evaluatieformulieren

gem sc gemiddelde score van de ingevulde formulieren

The verdict is measured by the average score and the confidence interval

good:           average score is at least 3,75

could be better/good:    average score is at least 3,25

could be better:    average score is at least 3,25, but less than 3,75

bad/could be better: average score is less than 3,75

bad:        average score is less than 3,25

?:              average score is somewhere between 0 and 5

+:              above the average of Wateropleidingen

-:              below the average of Wateropleidingen
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